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Abstract: In this paper we address the problem of nodes localization in wireless heteroge-
neous networks, focussing particularly on anchor selection methods to estimate position.
The Optimized Link State Routing protocol (OLSR) [1] uses special nodes called Mul-
tipoint Relay (MPR) nodes to broadcast control messages within the network. We propose
a novel approach based on using these Multipoint Relay (MPR) nodes as anchor nodes to
estimate nodes positions. We evaluate its performance by simulation and compare it to other
selection techniques such as convex hull selection and greedy selection.
Key-words: Localization, Positioning, Wireless Mesh Network (WMN), Selection Meth-
ods, Optimized Link State Routing protocol (OLSR), Multipoint Relay (MPR), Convex
Hull.
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Utilisation des relais multipoint pour estimer la position des
noeuds dans un réseau sans fil maillé
Résumé : Dans ce papier, nous traitons du problème de la localisation dans un réseaux sans
fils hétérogène et plus particulièrement de la sélection de noeuds ancre à partir desquels
on estime la position. Le protocole de routage OLSR (Optimized Link State Routing
protocol) [1] utilise des noeuds spéciaux appelés relais multipoint (MPR Multipoint Relay
) pour diffuser les messages de controle dans le réseau. Nous proposons une approche
nouvelle basée sur ces relais multipoint comme noeuds ancre pour estimer la position des
noeuds. Nous évaluons sa performance par simulation et comparons celle-ci à d’autres
techniques de sélection telles que la sélection de l’enveloppe convexe ou encore l’approche
gloutonne.
Mots-clé : Localisation, positionnement, réseau mesh, méthode de sélection, Optimized
Link State Routing protocol (OLSR), relais multipoint, enveloppe convexe
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1 Introduction
With the tremendous growth in the number of wireless devices over the last decade, many
new fields of research have opened up. In such conditions and in such wireless networks,
the position of network nodes now represents valuable information. At the same time, being
able to maintain network connectivity using network nodes as relays can be very useful to
develop new applications.
A node can estimate its position by using a GNSS (Global Navigation Satellite System)
like GPS [2] or Galileo. It gives good position precision but GNSS chips are still costly for
low cost wireless devices, and this position estimation method does not work in an indoor
environment. A node with no self-location capabilities can estimate its position by several
means. Neighbor nodes can be used as "anchors" to estimate its position. To estimate its
position, a node can evaluate its distance to the anchors with several methods like the RSSI
(Received Signal Strength Indicator) [3, 4], Time of Arrival (TOA) [5] or by a connectivity
approach [6, 7]. But estimating a position in a greedy way (all anchor nodes are used in
the position estimation method) is not a good solution. Ermel et al [8] show that with a
simple convex hull selection among the anchors, the precision of the estimated position is
enhanced by up to 20% for configurations with the same number of anchors.
In addition to node localization, a crucial task in wireless network is to maintain its con-
nectivity. To do so the ad hoc network has to use a routing protocol. Many studies have been
carried out on routing protocols for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) especially at the
IETF in the working group MANET. Two kinds of routing protocols have been proposed:
reactive protocols and proactive protocols. In reactive protocols, the routes are built only
upon demand. The source node wishing to obtain a route to a destination floods the network
with a request packet. When the destination node receives the request packet it responds to
the source node and the path used by the request packet will be the route from the source
to the destination node. AODV [9] and DSR [10] are examples of such protocols. On the
other hand, proactive protocols maintain the knowledge of the network topology through
the exchange of periodic packets. In such protocols the main issue is to reduce the control
overhead. When a link state protocol is used, it is important to optimize the broadcast in
the network. OLSR and TBRPF [1, 11] are examples of such protocols. In this article we
intend to show that the genuine optimization of OLSR can be used to estimate a node’s
position. We present a novel anchor selection method to estimate a position based on OLSR
Multipoint Relay (MPR) nodes. This method is based on node connectivity. Details on
MPR nodes will be given in Section 3.
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The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the assumptions and definitions
used in this paper. Section 3 details the MPR nodes selection method. Section 4 presents
our simulation results. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 Definitions and assumptions
In this paper, we will not use distance measurements as they can be derived, for instance,
from signal strength measurements to compute a node’s position. A node only exploits its
neighboring nodes connectivity to estimate its position; additionally it can know the position
of its neighbor nodes. A node will generally use special neighbor nodes called anchors to
estimate its position. In this paper we limit our approach to selecting only 1-hop anchors
i.e. anchors who are neighboring nodes.
Two types of nodes are considered in a heterogeneous wireless network: Self-Locating
Nodes (SLN) which are nodes with self-locating capabilities e.g. nodes with a GPS, and
Simple Nodes (SN) which have to estimate their position by other means. SN (simple
nodes) estimate their position by a simple centroid formula (1), in which all the nodes are
given the same weight.
(Xest, Yest) =
(∑n
i=1 Xi
n
,
∑n
i=1 Yi
n
)
. (2.1)
When a node selects anchors to compute its position formula (1) computes the centroid
only of these anchors.
Let S be a simple node. Let Sest be the estimated position of the node S, and Sreal be
the coordinates of its real location. Note that Sreal information is only used by simulations
to evaluate the precision of our algorithm. We can not possess such information in a real
world as it represents what we are looking for. Let Rmax be the maximum theoretical
transmission range of S. We define the accuracy of the node position Cacc, as a function of
the localization error represented by the distance between Sreal and Sest:
Cacc = 1−
‖(Sreal, Sest)‖2
Rmax
(2.2)
By definition, 0 ≤ Cacc ≤ 1. Self-locating nodes (SLN) with accurate coordinates have
a position accuracy of 1. Conversely, simple nodes (SN), which have to estimate their own
position, have a position accuracy of Cacc/in[0, 1[.
We also define the theoretical mean number of neighbor nodes Nth as:
Nth =
N
A
Acoverage (2.3)
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where N is the total number of nodes, A is the simulation area and Acoverage is the
radio coverage area.
3 Anchor selection methods
The goal of this paper is to enhance the accuracy of an estimated position by selecting
anchors that are likely to improve the position estimation process. In this section we detail
our MPR node selection method and two other approaches: the greedy and the convex hull
methods.
3.1 MPR Selection
In Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN), the medium is usually shared thus: when a packet is
flooded, the same packet is sent many times to the same receiver. Not only is this a waste of
bandwidth but also, since the load of broadcast packets is increased in the network, it may
increase the collision rate and the actual packet delivery may then be decreased. The mul-
tipoint relay technique is used to reduce the overhead induced by transmitting of broadcast
packets. The concept of multipoint relay was first introduced in [12] for HiPERLAN type 1
and the multipoint relay optimization is the core optimization of OLSR [13]. The main idea
of the multipoint relay optimization is that only a subset of neighbors has to relay a flooded
packet that has been flooded. It can be easily understood that if a conveniently chosen sub-
set of one’s neighbor nodes can relay a flooded packet to all one’s 2-hop neighbors; then the
relay of these nodes will be sufficient to ensure the proper delivery of the packet to the node
m’s 2-hop neighbors, see Figure 1. This subset of nodes is called the multipoint relay set of
node m; of course the smaller the number of nodes in the multipoint relay set, the greater
the optimization.
Multipoint relay optimization must be repeated recursively when the packet is flooded.
At each hop a flooded packet is relayed by the next hop multipoint relay set. Of course an
already transmitted packet is not retransmitted twice; this is controlled by a duplicate table.
The interesting point is that the notion of multipoint relay is deeply embedded in the
OLSR protocol. To maintain the knowledge of the network topology OLSR uses two kinds
of control. The first kind of packet called “hello” is used to build the neighborhood. The
second kind of packet called “TC” is used by each node to disseminate the neighborhood
within the network. The two main OLSR functionalities, Neighbor Discovery and Topology
Dissemination, are now detailed.
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multipoint relays
of node m
m
Figure 1: Multipoint relays of node m
3.1.1 Neighbor Discovery
Each node must detect the neighbor nodes with which it has a direct link. For this, each
node periodically broadcasts Hello messages, containing the list of neighbors known to the
node and their link status. The link status can be either symmetric (if communication is
possible in both directions), asymmetric (if communication is only possible in one direc-
tion), multipoint relay (if the link is symmetric and the sender of the Hello message has
selected this node as a multipoint relay), or lost (if the link has been lost). The Hello mes-
sages are received by all 1-hop neighbors, but are not forwarded. They are broadcasted
once per refreshing period called the “HELLO_INTERVAL”. Thus, Hello messages enable
each node to discover its 1-hop neighbors, as well as its 2-hop neighbors. This neighbor-
hood and 2-hop neighborhood information has an associated holding time, the “NEIGH-
BOR_HOLD_TIME”, after which it is no longer valid.
On the basis of this information, each node independently selects its own set of multi-
point relays among its 1-hop neighbors in such a way that all 2-hop neighbors of m have
symmetric links with MPR(m). This means that the multipoint relays cover (in terms of
radio range) all 2-hop neighbors (Figure 1). The multipoint relay set is computed when-
ever a change in the 1-hop or 2-hop neighborhood is detected. In addition, each node m
maintains its “MPR selector set”. This set contains the nodes which have selected m as a
multipoint relay. Node m only forwards broadcast messages received from one of its MPR
selectors.
INRIA
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It can be noticed that “Hello” messages are ideal to carry a node’s position. This infor-
mation can simply be added at the end of the messages.
3.1.2 Topology Dissemination
Each node of the network maintains topological information about the network obtained
by means of TC (Topology control) messages. Each node m selected as a multipoint relay,
broadcasts a TC message at least every “TC_INTERVAL”. The TC message originated from
node m declares the MPR selectors of m. If a change occurs in the MPR selector set, the
next TC can be sent earlier. The TC messages are flooded to all nodes in the network and
take advantage of MPRs to reduce the number of retransmissions. Thus, a node is reachable
either directly or via its MPRs. This topological information collected in each node has an
associated holding time “TOP_HOLD_TIME”, after which it is no longer valid.
The neighbor information and the topology information are refreshed periodically, and
they enable each node to compute the routes to all known destinations. These routes are
computed with Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [14]. Hence, they are optimal as con-
cerns the number of hops. The routing table is computed whenever there is a change in
neighborhood or topology information.
OLSR’s routes which are optimal in terms of the number of hops are constructed with
MPR nodes. Thus, we can intuitively understand that the MPR nodes of a node A will
optimally “surround” A and that they are good candidates for being anchors to estimate a
position.
3.1.3 The proposed heuristic for MPR selection
Finding the smallest (in term of number of nodes) multipoint relay set has been shown to
be NP hard [15] however efficient heuristics exist. The first proposed heuristic is described
in [16] and uses a greedy approach. This algorithm can be simply described as follows. Let
us consider a given node A and its 2-hop neighbors N2h; the 2-hop neighbors of A are the
neighbors of A′s neighbors who are not already A′s neighbors. The algorithm first selects
as multipoint relays the neighbors who are the only path to a given 2-hop neighbor. When
these nodes are selected the 2-hop neighbors that are reachable through these nodes are
removed from the 2-hop neighbors set N2h. The algorithm then select the neighbor which
covers the highest number of 2-hop neighbors in N2h. In the case of equality between two
nodes a simple tie is used. When a node is selected, the 2-hop neighbors of N2h that are
reachable through these nodes are removed from N2h. The process is carried on until there
is no node left within N2h.
RR n˚6072
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An example of such a selection is presented in Figure 2. Node B is first selected because
it is the only path to a 2-hop neighbor. Then nodes D and C which cover four nodes
in the two neighborhood are selected. Then node E which covers three nodes in the 2-
hop neighborhood of A is selected. Node F allows the two remaining nodes in the hops
neighborhood of A to be covered.
Figure 2: Greedy algorithm for the MPR selection.
3.2 Greedy and Convex Hull anchor selection methods
To evaluate the performance of our MPR selection method, we will compare its perfor-
mances to two other approaches: the greedy and the convex hull selection methods.
3.2.1 Greedy approach
No selection is made among the nodes, all neighbor nodes are used in the position estimation
process. This approach is called the greedy approach.
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3.2.2 Convex Hull
The main idea of using a convex hull as a selection method among nodes is to choose only
nodes which are at the greatest distance from anchors. In the plane, the convex hull can be
visualized as the shape assumed by a rubber band that has been stretched around a set of
points and released to conform as closely as possible all neighbor nodes. As the position
estimation process is based on trilateration, the further apart the anchors are, the better the
accuracy of the estimated position will be, see Figure 3).
 
 

simple convexhull
low accuracy nodes
high accuracy nodes
Figure 3: Convex hull: simple convex hull considers the distance metric to elect hull nodes.
To solve this geometrical problem, computational geometry algorithms have to be used
e.g. Gift Wrapping (Jarvis’s March) [17], [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. All these approaches
are well detailed in [24, 25, 26]. We choose the Quick Hull algorithm [25] as our convex
hull selection method. In our convex hull selection we de not take into account the position
accuracy of the neighbor nodes.
In previous work [8], we introduced the convex hull as a selection method in wireless
networks. The resulting position accuracy using a convex hull node selection method is
greater than a greedy scheme by up to 20%.
3.3 Complexity of the selection methods
Let us denote by n the number of a node’s neighbors. To select MPR nodes the main cost
consists in finding for each neighbor node the number of 2-hop neighbors for this node.
This does not depend only on the number of neighbor nodes n but also on the two hop
neighborhood. To get an evaluation only depending on n we will assume that the graph
has a degree bounded by n. In such a case it is easy to show that this task can be done
in less than n2 steps. This evaluation corresponds to a worst case. Thus MPR selection is
actually upper-bounded by 0(n2). The complexity of the convex hull algorithm is in mean
O(nln(n)). Thus from the complexity point of view, the convex hull approach seems better
than the MPR method. However the given complexity of the convex hull is given for the
RR n˚6072
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MPR Selection
multipoint relays
Hull selection
of node m
m
Figure 4: Different selections.
mean case while the MPR selection complexity is for the worst case. It can be thought
that that the complexity of the two algorithms is actually similar. Moreover in a MANET
(Mobile Ad Hoc NETwork) using OLSR as routing protocol, the MPR selection is already
made by the routing protocol.
4 Simulation Results
The Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) comprises 100 nodes randomly located in a square of
1000 m × 1000 m. Self-locating nodes and simple nodes are also randomly elected. The
maximum theoretical transmission range Rmax was set to 170 m. The estimated position is
obtained by a simple centroid formula. The simulations were performed under Java.
4.1 Position accuracy for a given number of anchors
We compare the accuracy of the three different described selection methods : MPR, convex
hull and greedy. The simulation provides the average accuracy of the estimated position for
each selection method : MPR, hull and greedy. During the simulation and for a given node
we keep track of the number of neighbors with their type: #SLN denotes the number of its
self-locating neighbor nodes and #SN denotes the number of its simple neighbor nodes 1.
1We assume that that these simple neighbor nodes have already an inferred position.
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By running a large number of simulations, we obtain the average accuracy of the estimated
position of this given node for each combination of number of self-locating neighbor nodes
and of simple neighbor nodes (#SLN,#SN) for the three selection algorithms. The results
of these extensive simulations are given in Figure 5. The relative confidence intervall of
average position accuracy is 0.1% with a confidence of 95%. Thus the results shown in
Figure 5 are meaningfull and error bars can not be seen.
In Figure 5 the graphs plot in (a),(c),(e) (respectively (b),(d),(f)) the average accuracy
of the estimated position as a function of the number of simple nodes (resp. self-locating
nodes) in the neighborhood. The number of self-locating nodes (resp. simple nodes) used
by the position estimation process is set to 0 for figures (a) and (b). The number of self-
locating nodes (resp. simple nodes) used by the position estimation process is set to 2 for
figures (c) and (d) and the number of self-locating nodes (resp. simple nodes) used by
the position estimation process is set to 4 for figures (e) and (d). As could be expected,
we observe that the average position accuracy increases with the number of anchors. We
also observe that the average position accuracy is better for a given number of self-locating
nodes than for the same given number of simple nodes. The simulation confirms that the
more precise the position information retrieved from the neighborhood is, the greater the
accuracy of the estimated position.
Figure 5 shows that the selection algorithms significantly increases the position accuracy
compared to the greedy approach. The convex hull selection increases the position accuracy
by up to 20%, compared to the greedy approach. Figure 5 also shows that in every case,
the MPR selection gives a better position accuracy than the convex hull approach, up to
15%. Thus the MPR selection can increase the position accuracy of a node by up to 45%
compared to the greedy algorithm.
It can also be noticed in Figure 5 that MPR plots are only provided up to a given number
of anchors. This is due to the fact that, in our simulations, a node has got a mean number
of Nth = 10 neighbors. With such a node density the MPR set generally contains seven or
less nodes.
4.2 Position accuracy without considering the number of anchors
In Figure 6 we compare the greedy, the hull and the MPR algorithm for a given node in
the network, we no longer consider the number of anchors as the parameter to compare the
algorithms. We see that except for a very small density the three algorithms offer similar
performances. We can even see that when the network nodes have more than 10 neighbors
the MPR algorithm offers slightly better performances. This is interesting since this number
of neighbors has been shown to be the lower limit above which a Wireless Mesh Network
(WMN) is connected, see [27].
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Figure 5: Impact of the anchor selection method on the average accuracy of the estimated
position.
Of course the number of selected anchors in each algorithm is quite different. Figure 7
compares the number of selected nodes for the MPR selection, the convex hull and the
greedy algorithm as a function of the mean number of neighbor node Nth. For Nth = 10
the greedy algorithm selects 1.5 more anchors than the hull algorithm and 4 more anchors
than the MPR algorithm.
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Figure 7: Number of selected nodes versus node density.
It can be seen from the simulation that most of the MPR set form a subset of the Hull
nodes, see Figure 8 for an example given by the simulation. In Figure 9 we show the per-
centage of inclusion of MPR nodes in the Hull nodes as a function of the node density.
For a node density leading to a maximum of 30 neighbors, the percentage of inclusion is
above 90%. This result is somewhat surprising since MPR selection considers the connec-
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tivity metric to elect nodes whereas the convex hull selection only considers the distance.
Note however that it is easy to construct examples for which {MPR} 6⊂ {Hull} but the
probability of such a node configuration is small in a random network.
Nodes
Convex Hull Selection
MPR Selection
radio link
Figure 8: Random simulation topology case example.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the use of MPR nodes to estimate the position of nodes
in a wireless (mesh) network. Using such a technique the position accuracy, for a given
number of anchors, is increased by up to 45% compared to the case where no selection is
made (greedy algorithm).
When we compare the greedy, the hull and the MPR algorithms without constraining
the number of anchors, we find similar position accuracy while the number of selected
anchors is 4 times greater for the greedy algorithm than for the the MPR algorithm and 1.5
times greater than for the hull algorithm. We also show that the MPR nodes set is very
often a subset of the convex hull nodes set. If geographical information is needed in an
INRIA
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Figure 9: Percentage of inclusion MPR nodes into Hull nodes.
OLSR wireless mesh networks, the genuine OLSR MPR optimization is particularly useful
to select anchors to estimate node position while the control OLSR message can be easily
used to exchange information on the nodes’ positions in the network.
We will focus our future work on determining the interesting uses of geographical in-
formation for OLSR networks.
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